-drawing on yet deviating from more traditional clerical and aristocratic models of manhood to explore, through first-person narration, "a kind of urbanitas, a pragmatic, non-heroic identity" (p. 11) rooted in work and the ethos of labor, particularly domestic labor.
military gentry. In his treatment of sloth in Book IV of Confessio Amantis, Gower also articulates what Davis calls "a kind of urbanitas, a city-based and middling masculinity" (p. 93), foremost by responding to the longstanding model of noble masculine labor, the crusade, in which the knight goes out to unify the world under Christianity and in doing so also colonizes his lady's heart. Through the interaction of two personae-Genius, who extols the crusade model, and the distinctly non-militaristic Amans-Gower offers a writerly kind of noble masculinity more distinctly fitting for the clerical-secular hybrid. The traditional knight-errant moves rather than writes. By contrast, the new, more "homely" masculinity involves journeys "through imaginative reflexive spaces of frenetic interior exploration" (p. 82) and engages through poetry in an incorporeal courtship, in which the lady's inhibitions are overcome by means of imagination rather than martial prowess.
Davis returns to the master-apprentice relationship in her discussion of the Canon's Yeoman's Prologue and Tale in Chapter 4. An interloper on the road to Canterbury, the Canon's Yeoman immediately triggers late-medieval anxieties about vagrancy and rebellious apprentices. But the Prologue and Tale in fact show apprenticeship gone awry for a quite different reason. Whereas Usk idealizes the master-apprentice relationship as a model of good parenting, Chaucer presents a case of abuse and the "dangers of blind industry and misguided obedience" (p. 117). Alchemy almost literally blinds the Yeoman, and the Tale suggests that an inordinate desire to know God's secrets is certainly "blind industry" from the standpoint of religious order. The Yeoman's continued deference, and his unwillingness to reveal what goes on in the dubiously suburban home of the Canon, reveals a further blindness, one reinforced by the twin codes of obedience and secrecy in the guild system. Despite or because of the lengthy and overtly confessional Prologue, Chaucer shows the rules of apprenticeship producing a masculine subject that is, somewhat paradoxically, foremost characterized by an inability or unwillingness to know oneself.
In the final chapter, Davis considers writing, the body, and corporation in three works by Thomas Hoccleve: "La male regle," The Regiment of Princes, and The Series. Hoccleve not only wrote some of the most moving and seemingly autobiographical poetry in later medieval England, but also was, as a clerk of the Privy Seal, keenly aware of writing as a form of labor, a profession. For Davis, a crucial feature of Hoccleve's poetry is how this otherwise secular clerk remains firmly tied to homosocial models of community. Where Langland seems intent on justifying the married state of the clericus uxoratus, and Gower promotes the industrious writer-lover as a model of manhood, Hoccleve appears to seek the social and psychological safety of a "home" among the clerks of Westminster, imagining a quasi-monastic body notable for its exclusion of women and even its obliteration of the self in favor of community.
Writing Masculinity contains an admirable series of close readings, and it is to Davis's credit that she avoids neat conclusions, instead remaining open to the tentative and exploratory quality of late-medieval attempts to develop and account for new models of masculine subjectivity. Yet the book could benefit from a final section that ties together some of the threads running through various chapters. The book makes frequent brief mention of the vernacular, for example, and Davis surely must be correct to relate these attempts to delineate a new masculine urbanitas to the development of English. Nowhere, however, is there a sustained discussion of the language, or the quickly growing body of secondary writing about attitudes towards the vernacular in later medieval England; it would be interesting to know, for example, whether and how these late fourteenth-and early fifteenth-century essays in vernacular life-writing influenced later work in English. Equally striking, given the historical and contextual thrust of the book, is the omission of any reference to the Peasants' Revolt, especially given Steven Justice's convincing claims for how the rebellion challenged attitudes about writing, texts, labor, and social order. Finally, it would be interesting to know whether the new masculinities being developed by writers in and about post-Plague London had counterparts in other major European cities of the period, for example Paris and Florence. These criticisms and questions aside, Isabel Davis has written a stimulating book, one that is likely to spur yet more nuanced accounts of life-writing and masculinity in later medieval England.
Kevin Gustafson University of Texas at Arlington
Chaucer and the City. The dozen essays of this attractive collection offer scholarship of critical substance and originality that deserves to be considered and responded to by students of Chaucer and his times. In her Introduction to the book, "Chaucer and the Detritus of the City," Ardis Butterfield calls our attention immediately and repeatedly to the sounds, more than the sights, of London. The essays that follow, she says, call particular attention to the "aural and linguistic, material and historic" (pp. 4, 12) and not "merely material" (p. 5) perspectives on "the reading of the city in Chaucer" (p. 6). Opening with an account of the sounds and materials in two exhibits at the Tate Modern, she leads us, in a very few pages, from thinking about the differences and connections between detritus and evidence, to headier regions inhabited by Walter Benjamin and Michel de Certeau. They and Henri Lefebvre (or should it be LeFebvre, as on pp. 4[n.5], 33?), along with Caroline Barron and the book's dedicatee David Wallace, are the influential genii loci for a number of the book's contributors. The city, along with the "City," plays its part in the essays: the idea of the city as much as the historical London (and environs) makes this a book that non-Chaucerians may also wish to consult. Chaucerians, on the other hand, will find in it new contexts for and reinvigorated perspectives on Chaucer's London. Grouped into four categories (Locations, Communities, Institutions, Afterlives), the eleven essays offer varied, if fragmentary, glimpses of largely discontinuous matters: "the spatial extent of the city" (p. 13); "how city communities are created through language, and conversely how poetry is produced and received among city communities" (pp. 16-17); aspects of the "institutional life" of London's few "relatively stable institutions" (p. 18); and "two moments where Chaucer's relationship with the city has a particularly resonant meaning for later London writers and readers," the "long eighteenth century and the nineteenth" (p. 19). In a review like this, it is impossible to do full justice to all the essays. A number of the essays illuminate Chaucer's texts from archival evidence; some offer fresh attention to particular texts in Chaucer's oeuvre. Many of the essays open, or refine, useful conversations between Chaucer's works and a variety of contemporary texts and documents, as well as with theorists of the city, ancient, medieval, and modern.
In "Greater London," Marion Turner raises a recurrent theme of the collection, and an instructive qualification of David Wallace's "absent city," by arguing that Chaucer's London is not a "contained, culturally unified city" but a "more complicated and expansive location . . . a place of fluctuating, unfixed bound-
